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	We have written this text for engineers who wish to grasp the engineering physics of thermodynamic concepts and apply the knowledge in their field of interest rather than merely digest the abstract generalized concepts and mathematical relations governing thermodynamics. While the fundamental concepts in any discipline are relatively invariant, the problems it faces keep changing. In many instances we have included physical explanations along with the mathematical relations and equations so that the principles can be relatively applied to real world problems.

	

	The instructors have been teaching advanced thermodynamics for more than twelve years using various thermodynamic texts written by others. In writing this text, we acknowledge that debt and that to our students who asked questions that clarified each chapter that we wrote. This text uses a “down–to–earth” and, perhaps, unconventional approach in teaching advanced concepts in thermodynamics. It first presents the phenomenological approach to a problem and then delves into the details. Thereby, we have written the text in the form of a self–teaching tool for students and engineers, and with ample example problems. Readers will find the esoteric material to be condensed and, as engineers, we have stressed applications throughout the text. There are more than 110 figures and 150 engineering examples covering thirteen chapters.
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How to Survive in the Jungle of Enterprise Architecture Frameworks: Creating or Choosing an Enterprise Architecture FrameworkTrafford Publishing, 2003
Several times in my Enterprise Architecture (EA) practice, people asked me which framework shall I adopt or what are the benefits of the Zachman framework over TOGAF, etc. Others asked me to help them to define their own corporate EA framework. Before answering these types of questions, it is important to know what the differences and commonalities...
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Microprocessor Theory and Applications with 68000/68020 and PentiumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A self-contained introduction to microprocessor theory and applications
This book presents the fundamental concepts of assembly language programming and system design associated with typical microprocessors, such as the Motorola MC68000/68020 and Intel® Pentium®. It begins with an overview of microprocessors—including...
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Totality: Eclipses of the SunOxford University Press, 2008
A total eclipse of the Sun is the most awesome sight in the heavens. Totality takes you to eclipses of the past, present, and future, and lets you see--and feel--why people travel to the ends of the Earth to observe them.
      

An absolutely indispensable resource for anyone who plans to observe an eclipse, and a must read for all...
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Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent AdvancesIGI Global, 2010

	Streaming media is one of the most exciting and active research topics with continuing significant progress in the multimedia area, where streaming media has been experiencing dramatic growth and stepped into mainstream media communications.


	Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent Advances spans a...
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Object-Oriented Programming With JavaJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2000
Object-Oriented Programming with Java is written for first-year college/university programming courses worldwide. It introduces you to object-oriented design and programming and can be used in computing programs for a first course. The book is aimed at a broad audience of students in science, engineering, and business, where a knowledge of...
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Paint Shop Pro 8 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Okay, you’ve got some great pictures—and maybe some not-so-great ones. With this handy guide and Paint Shop Pro 8, you can make them magnificent, inexpensively! Find out how to capture those images and repair, retouch, create cool effects, add text, animate images, make prints—well, you get the picture.

Congratulations!...
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